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Clear View 1/4” Seam Foot Compatible with  
Straight Stitch Needle Plate (Center needle drop position only) 

for 9mm max. stitch width machines 

In response to requests from quilters all 
around the world, Janome has developed 
a clear view 1/4 inch seam foot for use 
with the straight stitch needle plate on 9 
mm machines! This foot allows you to 
sew 1/4 inch seam piecing, indispensable 
for quilt work, using the straight stitch 
needle plate. You’ll be sure to enjoy the 
precise and elegant finish this foot 
provides for your patchwork piecing! Part No.：202-216-003 

Compatible with following models: 
             MC 12000 / MC9900  
             MC8900QCP / MC8200QC 

The foot has red lines 
marked on it at 1/8 
inch intervals from the 
center needle drop 
position. These can be 
used as guide for your 
quilt work.  
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45ﾟ, 60ﾟ, 90ﾟ and 120ﾟ angles are marked on Janome needle plates. These angles are extremely useful 
when doing pattern piecing. When pattern piecing, stitches may be sewn on the bias line so the fabric 
stretches easily and it can be difficult to sew. By using this foot, the straight stitch needle plate can be 
used for 1/4 inch piecing so that fabric stretching is prevented and beautiful piecing can be achieved.  
For more details on this sewing method, please see below.  

Lemoyne Star 

1. Cut the fabric with a 1/4 inch seam allowance,   
fold in half and mark the fabric center line. 

 
2. Set the piece of fabric in place with it matched  
        to the piecing foot guide on the right side and 
        to the angle on the needle plate which is the  
        same angle as the cut fabric, on the left side  
        (the photo shows 45ﾟ).  
 
3. By sewing up until the center line in the  
        fabric, you can create a suitable stitch  
        allowance at the start and end of sewing. 
 
*Sew pieces with different angles the same way.  
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*This foot can also be used with the MC15000 but by using the right needle 
position of the MC15000’s straight stitch needle plate with the 1/4˝ seam 
foot O (a standard accessory), or the clear view quilting foot and guide set 
(Optional Accessory No.: 202-089-005), the same results can be achieved.  
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